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The high-quality cosmological data, which became available in the last decade, have thrusted upon us a
rather preposterous composition for the universe which poses one of the greatest challenges theoretical physics
has ever faced: the so-called dark energy. By focusing our attention on specific examples of dark energy
scenarios, we discuss three different candidates for this dark component, namely, a decaying vacuum energy
or time-varying cosmological constant [Λ(t)], a rolling homogeneous quintessence field (Φ), and modifications
in gravity due to extra spatial dimensions. As discussed, all these candidates [along with the vacuum energy
or cosmological constant (Λ)] seem somewhat to be able to explain the current observational results, which
hampers any definitive conclusion on the actual nature of the dark energy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

According to Einstein’s general theory of relativity, the dy-
namic properties of a given space-time are fully determined
by its total energy content. In the cosmological context, for
instance, this amounts to saying that in order to understand
the space-time structure of the Universe one needs to iden-
tify the relevant sources of energy as well as their contribu-
tions to the total energy momentum tensor Tµν. Matter fields
(e.g., baryonic matter and radiation), are obvious sources of
energy. Nevertheless, according to current observations, two
other components, the so-called dark matter and dark energy
(or dark pressure), whose origin and nature are completely
unknown thus far, are governing the late time dynamic prop-
erties of our Universe. In the standard lore, the later actor
plays a special role because it is supposed to be driving the
current cosmic acceleration.

Dark energy has been inferred from a number of indepen-
dent astronomical observations, which includes distance mea-
surements of type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) [1–3], estimates of
the age of the Universe [4], measurements of the Cosmic Mi-
crowave Background (CMB) anisotropies [5, 6], and cluster-
ing estimates [7]. While the combination of the two latter
results suggests the existence of a smooth component of en-
ergy that contributes with � 3/4 of the critical density, SNe
Ia observations require such a component to have a negative
pressure, which generates repulsive gravity and accelerates
the cosmic expansion. In addition to these recent observa-
tional results, the astonishing success of the inflationary Cold
Dark Matter (CDM) paradigm in explaining high precision
measurements of CMB anisotropy, galaxy clustering, the Lyα
forest, gravitational lensing and other astrophysical phenom-
ena can also be thought of as an indirect but important evi-
dence for the existence of a dominant repulsive dark energy
component

In this short contribution we review some aspects of the
so-called dark energy problem. This paper does not aim to
be (and is far from being) an exhaustive or complete account
of the problem (for that end we refer the reader to Ref. [8]).
Here, we focus our attention on three possible mechanisms ca-
pable of explaining the current cosmic acceleration, namely, a

decaying Λ term, the potential energy density associated with
a dynamical scalar field and modifications in gravity due to
extra dimensions effects. As discussed below, all these possi-
bilities (together with the standard cosmological constant Λ)
seem somewhat to explain the current observational results,
which makes the nature of dark energy a completely open
question nowadays in Cosmology.

II. COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANT AND DARK ENERGY

There is no doubt that the simplest and most theoretically
appealing candidate for dark energy is the cosmological con-
stant (Λ), whose presence modifies the Einstein field equa-
tions (EFE) to (throughout this paper we work in units where
the speed of light c = 1)

Rµν − 1
2

gµνR = 8πGTµν +Λgµν . (1)

Physically, Λ acts as an isotropic and homogeneous source
with a constant equation of state (EoS) wΛ ≡ pΛ/ρΛ = −1,
where ρΛ ≡ Λ/8πG1. From a more fundamental viewpoint,
a physical basis for the cosmological constant remained un-
clear until 1967, when Zel’dovich [9] showed that Λ is related
to the zero-point vacuum fluctuations of fields and that those
must respect Lorentz invariance so that Tµν = −ρΛgµν. For-
mally, the zero-point energy of a quantum field (thought of
as a collection of an infinite number of harmonic oscillators
in momentum space) must be infinity. If, however, we sum
over the zero-point mode energies up to a certain ultraviolet
momentum cutoff kc (so that the theory under consideration is

1 The simplest way to see how the cosmological term may lead to an accel-
erating expansion in a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe with
pressureless matter component ρm and Λ is by means of the Raychaudhury
equation, i.e., ä

a = − 4πG
3 ρm + Λ

3 or, equivalently, f = −GM
r2 + Λ

3 r. Clearly,
the cosmological constant gives rise to a kind of repulsive force propor-
tional to distance, which in principle could be the mechanism behind the
cosmic acceleration evidenced by current SNe Ia observations.
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TABLE I: Expected contribution to the vacuum energy.

Energy scale ρΛ

QCD 0.3 GeV � 1036 erg/cm3

Eletroweak 102 GeV � 1047 erg/cm3

GUT 1016 GeV � 10102 erg/cm3

Planck 1018 GeV � 10110 erg/cm3

still valid), we find

ρΛ ∼ �k4
c . (2)

By considering the above expression, we show in Table I the
expected contribution to the vacuum energy for some funda-
mental energy scales in nature. The ratio of the values ap-
pearing in the third column of Table I to the current obser-
vational estimate of ρΛ, i.e., |ρobs

Λ | ∼ 10−10 erg/cm3, ranges
from 46-120 orders of magnitude and is the origin of the fa-
mous discrepancy between theoretical and observational es-
timates for Λ, the so-called cosmological constant problem
(see [10] for a review on this topic). From these arguments
one may conclude that although cosmological models with a
relic Λ term (ΛCDM) are extremely successful from the ob-
servational viewpoint, the fine-tunning problem involving the
vacuum energy density and Λ seem to hamper any definitive
conclusion on the cosmological constant as the actual nature
of the mechanism behind cosmic acceleration (see [11] for a
broader discussion on this issue).

A. Time-varying Cosmological Constant

A phenomenological attempt at alleviating the above prob-
lem is allowing Λ to vary2. Cosmological scenarios with a
time-varying or a dynamical Λ term were independently pro-
posed almost twenty years ago in Ref. [12] (see also [13–15]).

In order to build up a Λ(t)CDM scenario, we first note that
according to the Bianchi identities, the Einstein equations (1)
implies that Λ is necessarily a constant either if T µν = 0 or if
T µν is separately conserved, i.e., uµT µν;ν = 0. In other words,
this amounts to saying that

1. vacuum decay is possible only from a previous exis-
tence of some sort of non-vanishing matter and/or radi-
ation;

2. the presence of a time-varying cosmological term re-
sults in a coupling between T µν and Λ of the type

uµT µν;ν = −uµ(
Λgµν

8πG
);ν . (3)

2 Strictly speaking, in the context of classical general relativity any addi-
tional Λ-type term that varies in space or time should be thought of as a
new time-varying field and not as a cosmological constant. Here, however,
we adopt the usual nomenclature of time-varying or dynamical Λ models.

To proceed further, one must now specify the function Λ(t).
However, in the absence of a natural guidance from funda-
mental physics on a possible time variation of the cosmolog-
ical constant most of the decay laws discussed in the litera-
ture are phenomenological (based on dimensional, black hole
thermodynamics arguments, among others. See, e.g., [15]
and references therein). In this regard, a still phenomenolog-
ical but very interesting step toward a more realistic decay
law was recently discussed in Ref. [16] (see also [17]), in
which the time variation of Λ is deduced from the effect it has
on the CDM evolution. The qualitative argument is the fol-
lowing: since vacuum is decaying into CDM particles, CDM
will dilute more slowly compared to its standard evolution,
ρm ∝ a−3. Thus, if the deviation from the standard evolution
is characterized by a constant ε, i.e.,

ρm = ρmoa−3+ε, (4)

Eq. (3) yields

ρΛ = ρ̃Λo +
ερmo

3− ε
a−3+ε, (5)

where ρmo is the current CDM energy density, a is the cosmo-
logical scale factor, ρ̃Λo is an integration constant, and ther-
modynamic considerations restrict ε to be ≥ 0 [17] (a similar
decay law is also obtained from renormalization group run-
ning Λ arguments [18]). Note that, differently from previous
vacuum decay scenarios, in which the universe is either al-
ways accelerating or always decelerating from the onset of
matter domination to today, the presence of the residual term
ρ̃Λo in Eq. (5) makes possible a transition from an early de-
celerated to a current accelerating phase, as evidenced by SNe
Ia observations [19] (see Fig. 1a). Note also that, in the case
of vacuum decay into photons3, the primordial nucleosynthe-
sis arguments discussed in Refs. [20] (more specifically the
bounds from the primordial mass fraction of helium 4He and
the primordial abundance by number of deuterium D/H) may
be no longer valid since even for small values of the parameter
ε the residual term ρ̃Λo may account not only for the current
cosmic acceleration but also for the recent estimates of the
total age of the Universe.

If vacuum is really transferring energy to the CDM com-
ponent, the immediate question one may ask is where exactly
the vacuum energy is going to or, in other words, where the
CDM particles are storing the energy received from the vac-
uum decay process. In principle, since the energy density of
the CDM component is ρ = nm, there are at least two possibil-
ities, namely, the current of CDM particles has a source term
Nα;α = ψ (while the proper mass of CDM particles remains
constant) or the mass of the CDM particles is itself a time-
dependent quantity m(t) = moa(t)ε (while the total number
of CDM particles, N = na3, remains constant). The former

3 If vacuum decays into relativistic particles, all the 3’s in Eqs. (4) and (5)
become 4’s.
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FIG. 1: Left:The deceleration parameter as a function of redshift for some selected values of ε. In all curves a baryonic content corresponding
to � 4.4% of the critical density has been considered. Right: The plane Ωm − ε for the Λ(t)CDM scenario. The curves correspond to
confidence regions of 68.3%, 95.4% and 99.7% for a joint analysis involving SNe Ia, Clusters and CMB data. The best-fit parameters for this
analysis are Ωm = 0.27 and ε = 0.06, with reduced χ2

min/ν � 1.14 (Figures taken from [17]).

possibility is the traditional approach for the vacuum decay
process whereas the latter constitutes a new example of the
so-called VAMP4-type scenarios, in which the interaction of
CDM particles with the dark energy field imply directly in an
increasing of the mass of CDM particles (see, e.g., [21] and
references therein for more about VAMP models).

In Fig. 1b we compare the above Λ(t)CDM scenario with
the standard one (ΛCDM), which is formally recovered for
ε = 0. We use to this end some of the most recent cosmo-
logical observations, i.e., the latest Chandra measurements of
the X-ray gas mass fraction in 26 galaxy clusters, as pro-
vided by Allen et al. [22] along with the so-called gold set
of 157 SNe Ia, recently published by Riess et al. [2], and
the estimate of the CMB shift parameter [6]. In our analy-
sis, we also include the current determinations of the baryon
density parameter, as given by the WMAP team [6], i.e.,
Ωbh2 = 0.0224± 0.0009 and the latest measurements of the
Hubble parameter, h = 0.72± 0.08, as provided by the HST
key project [23] (we refer the reader to [24] for more details
on this statistical analysis). The contours stand for confidence
regions (68.3%, 95.4% and 99.7%) in the plane Ωm − ε. Note
that, although the limits on the parameter ε are very restrictive,
the analysis clearly shows that the decaying vacuum scenario
discussed above constitutes a small but significant deviation
from the standard ΛCDM dynamics (as mentioned earlier the
standard ΛCDM model is very successful from the observa-
tional viewpoint so that large deviation from its dynamics are
not expected). The best-fit parameters for this analysis are
Ωm = 0.27 and ε = 0.06, with the relative χ2

min/ν � 1.14 (ν
is defined as degrees of freedom). Note that this value of

4 VAriable Mass Particles

χ2
min/ν is similar to the one found for the so-called “concor-

dance model” by using SNe Ia data only, i.e., χ2
min/ν � 1.13

[2]. At 95.4% c.l. we also found Ωm = 0.27 ± 0.05 and
ε = 0.06±0.10. We expect that upcoming observational data
along with new theoretical developments will be able to con-
firm or not Λ(t)CDM models as realistic dark energy scenar-
ios.

III. QUINTESSENCE

If the cosmological term is null or it is not decaying in
the course of the expansion, something else must be caus-
ing the Universe to speed up. The next simplest approach
toward constructing a model for an accelerating universe is
to work with the idea that the unknown, unclumped dark en-
ergy component is due exclusively to a minimally coupled
scalar field Φ (quintessence field) which has not yet reached
its ground state and whose current dynamics is basically de-
termined by its potential energy V (Φ). This idea has received
much attention over the past few years and a considerable ef-
fort has been made in understanding the role of quintessence
fields on the dynamics of the Universe [25]. Examples of
quintessence potentials are ordinary exponential functions
V (Φ) =V0 exp(−λΦ) [26–28], simple power-laws of the type
V (Φ) = V0Φ−n [29], combinations of exponential and sine-
type functions V (Φ) = V0 exp(−λΦ)[1 + Asin(−νΦ)] [30],
among others (see, e.g., [8, 25] and references therein).

An important aspect worth to emphasize is that all these
quintessence scenarios are based on the premise that funda-
mental physics provides motivation for light scalar fields in
nature so that a quintessence field Φ may not only be iden-
tified as the dark component dominating the current cosmic
evolution but also as a bridge between an underlying theory
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FIG. 2: Left: The plane w(z)− z. Note that w(z) reduces to a constant EoS w � −0.96 [λ = O(10−1)] in the limit α → 0 while ∀ α �= 0
it was −1 in the past and → +1 in the future. Right: The deceleration parameter as a function of the redshift for selected values of α and
Ωm,0 = 0.27. For values of α �= 0 the cosmic acceleration is a transient phenomenon. In particular, for α = 1.0 the transition redshifts happen
at za/d �±0.77 (Figures taken from [33]).

and the observable structure of the Universe. If, however, it
is desirable a more complete connection between the physical
mechanism behind dark energy and a fundamental theory of
nature, one must bear in mind that an eternally accelerating
universe, a rather generic feature of quintessence scenarios,
seems not to be in agreement with String/M-theory (possi-
ble candidates of a model for quantum gravity) predictions,
since it is endowed with a cosmological event horizon which
prevents the construction of a conventional S-matrix describ-
ing particle interactions [31]. Although the transition from
an initially decelerated to a late-time accelerating expansion
is becoming observationally established [19], the duration of
the accelerating phase, depends crucially on the cosmological
scenario and, several models, which includes our current stan-
dard ΛCDM scenario, imply an eternal acceleration or even
an accelerating expansion until the onset of a cosmic singu-
larity (e.g., the so-called phantom cosmologies [32]). This
dark energy/String theory conflict, therefore, leaves us with
the formidable task of either finding alternatives to the con-
ventional S-matrix or constructing a quintessence model of
the Universe that predicts the possibility of a transient acceler-
ation phenomenon. In this regard, an interesting quintessence
scenario whose accelerating phase is a transient phenomenon
has been proposed in Ref. [33]. In what follows, we highlight
some of its features.

Let us first consider a homogeneous, isotropic, spatially flat
cosmologies described by the FRW flat line element. The ac-
tion for the model is given by

S =
m2

pl

16π

∫
d4x

√−g[R− 1
2

∂µΦ∂µΦ−V (Φ)+Lm] , (6)

where R is the Ricci scalar and mpl ≡ G−1/2 is the Planck
mass. The scalar field is assumed to be homogeneous, such

that Φ = Φ(t) and the Lagrangian density Lm includes all mat-
ter and radiation fields.

By combining the following ansatz on the scale factor
derivative of the energy density

1
ρΦ

∂ρΦ

∂a
= − λ

a1−2α (7)

with the conservation equation for the quintessence compo-
nent, i.e., ρ̇Φ + 3H(ρΦ + pΦ) = 0, the expressions for the
scalar field and its potential can be written as

Φ(a)−Φ0 =
1√
σ

ln1−α(a) , (8)

and

V (Φ) = f (α;Φ)ρΦ,0 exp
[
−λ

√
σ

(
Φ+

α
√

σ
2

Φ2
)]

. (9)

In the above expressions α and λ are positive parameters, Φ0
is the current value of the field Φ, σ = 8π/λm2

pl, f (α;Φ) =
[1− λ

6 (1 + α
√

σΦ)2], and the generalized function ln1−ξ, de-
fined as ln1−ξ(x) ≡ (xξ −1)/ξ, reduces to the ordinary loga-
rithmic function in the limit ξ → 0 [34]. The important aspect
to be emphasized at this point is that in the limit α → 0 Eqs.
(8) and (9) fully reproduce the exponential potential studied
by Ratra and Peebles in Ref. [26], while ∀ α �= 0 the scenario
described above represents a generalized model which admits
a wider range of solutions.

The EoS for this quintessence component, i.e.,

w(a) = −1+
λ
3

a2α , (10)

is shown as a function of the redshift parameter (z = a−1 −
1) in Fig. (2a) for some selected values of the index α and
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λ = 0.1. The EoS above (which must lie in the interval −1 ≤
w(a) ≤ 1) is an increasingly function of time, being � −1
in the past, � −0.96 today, and becoming more positive in
the future (0 at a = 301/2α and 1/3 at a = 401/2α). Such a
behavior is typical of the so-called thawing fields, as discussed
in Refs. [35]. For this kind of fields, Ref. [35] also provides
the following constraint

1+w < w′ < 3(1+w) , (11)

where w′ = dw/d lna. Note that, if it is natural to impose such
a constraint at the epoch when dark energy starts becoming
important, i.e., at z � 1, then the above interval for w′ can be
translated into the following bounds on the index α

1/2 < α < 3/2 . (12)

Clearly, for all the values of α ranging in the above interval,
the cosmic acceleration is a transient phenomenon since the
quintessence field Φ will behave more and more as an attrac-
tive matter field. In order to better visualize this transient
behavior, we show in Fig. (2b) the deceleration parameter,
q = −aä/ȧ2, as a function of the redshift for some values of
the index α and Ωm,0 = 0.27. As can be seen from this figure,
∀ α �= 0 the Universe was decelerated in the past, began to ac-
celerate at za � 1, is currently accelerated but will eventually
decelerate in the future. Note also that, while the accelera-
tion redshift za depends very weakly on the value of α, the
deceleration redshift zd is strongly dependent, with the latter
transition becoming more and more delayed as α → 0. As
mentioned earlier, a cosmological behavior like the one de-
scribed above seems to be in agreement with the requirements
of String/M-theory (as discussed in Refs. [31]), in that the
current accelerating phase is a transitory phenomenon5. As
one may also check, the cosmological event horizon, i.e., the
integral

∫
da/a2H(a) diverges for this transient scalar-field-

dominated universe, thereby allowing the construction of a
conventional S-matrix describing particle interactions within
the String/M-theory frameworks. A typical example of an
eternally accelerating universe, i.e., the ΛCDM model, is also
shown in Fig. (2b) for the sake of comparison.

IV. EXTRA DIMENSIONS

So far we have discussed the phenomenon of cosmic accel-
eration as the result of unknown physical processes involving
new fields in high energy physics. However, another possi-
ble route to deal with this dark pressure problem could be a
modification in gravity instead of any adjustment to the en-
ergy content of the Universe. This idea naturally brings to
light another important question at the interface of fundamen-
tal physics and cosmology: extra dimensions. As is well

5 Another interesting example of transient acceleration is provided by the
brane-world scenarios discussed in Ref. [36] and the generalized EoS of
Ref. [37]).

known the existence of extra dimensions is required in var-
ious theories beyond the standard model of particle physics,
especially in theories for unifying gravity and the other fun-
damental forces, such as String or M theories6. Extra dimen-
sions may also provide a possible explanation for the so-called
hierarchy problem, i.e., the huge difference between the elec-
troweak and Planck scales [mpl/mEW ∼ 1016] [39]. In this
regard, an interesting scenario was proposed by Randall and
Sundrum who showed that, if our 3-dimensional world is em-
bedded in a 4-dimensional anti-de-Sitter bulk, gravitational
excitations are confined close to our sub-manifold, giving rise
to the familiar 1/r2 law of gravity [40].

In the cosmological context, the role of extra spatial di-
mensions is translated into the so-called brane world (BW)
cosmologies [41]. Many attempts to observationally detect or
distinguish brane effects from the usual dark energy physics
have been recently discussed in the literature. In Ref. [36],
for instance, Sahni and Shtanov investigated a class of BW
models which admit a wider range of possibilities for the dark
pressure than do the usual dark energy scenarios, while Maia
et al., in Ref. [42], showed that the dynamics of a dark energy
component parametrized by a constant EoS (w) can be fully
described by the effect of the extrinsic curvature of a FRW
universe embedded into a 5-dimensional, constant curvature
de-Sitter bulk.

Another interesting BW scenario is the one proposed by
Dvali et al. [43], widely refered to as DGP model (see also
[44] for a recent review on the DGP phenomenology). It de-
scribes a self-accelerating 5-dimensional BW model with a
noncompact, infinite-volume extra dimension whose dynam-
ics of gravity is governed by a competition between a 4-
dimensional Ricci scalar term, induced on the brane, and an
ordinary 5-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert action, i.e.,

S =
M3

(5)

2

∫
d5y

√
|g(5)|R(5) +

m2
pl

2

∫
d4x

√
|g|R , (13)

where M(5) denotes the 5-dimensional reduced Planck mass.
The Friedmann equation which comes from this gravitational
action coupled to matter on the brane take the form [45]

[√
ρ

3M2
pl

+
1

4r2
c

+
1

2rc

]2

= H2 +
k

R(t)2 , (14)

where ρ is the energy density of the cosmic fluid, k = 0,±1 is
the spatial curvature and rc = M2

pl/2M3
5 is the crossover scale

defining the gravitational interaction among particles located
on the brane. For scales below the crossover radius rc (where
the induced 4-dimensional Ricci scalar dominates), the gravi-
tational force experienced by two punctual sources is the usual
4-dimensional 1/r2 force, whereas for distance scales larger

6 Examples of modified gravity models also include scenarios with higher
order curvature invariant modifications of the Einstein-Hilbert action, in
which the natural matter dilution in the expanding universe is avoided by
adding high order terms to the gravitational sector of the theory [38].
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FIG. 3: Left: Probability contours at 68.3%, 95.4% and 99.7% confidence levels for Ωm versus Ωrc in the DGP model from the gold sample of
SN Ia data (solid contours) and in conjunction with the SDSS baryon acoustic oscillations (coloured contours). The upper-left shaded region
represents the “no-big-bang” region, the thick solid line represents the flat universe and accelerated models of the universe are above the the
dashed line. The best fit happens at Ωm = 0.272 and Ωrc = 0.211. Right: The same as in the previous Panel for an analysis involving the first
year SNLS data (solid contours) and in conjunction with the SDSS baryon acoustic oscillations (coloured contours). The best fit happens at
Ωm = 0.265 and Ωrc = 0.216 (Figures taken from [48]).

than rc the gravitational force follows the 5-dimensional 1/r3

behavior7. From the above equation it is also possible to de-
fine the density parameter associated with the crossover radius
rc, i.e.,

Ωrc = 1/4r2
c H2

o . (15)

Note that estimates of Ωrc means estimates on the length scale
rc. As shown by several authors [46], for values of rc � H−1

o ,
the presence of an infinite-volume extra dimension as de-
scribed above leads to a late-time acceleration of the Universe,
in agreement with most of the current distance-based cosmo-
logical observations8.

In Fig. 3a we show the joint confidence contours at 68.3%,
95.4%, and 99.7% confidence levels in the parametric space
Ωm − Ωrc arising from the gold Sne Ia sample [2] and the
SDSS baryon acoustic oscillations [47] (see [48, 49] for more
details). The best-fit parameters for this analysis are Ωm =
0.272 and Ωrc = 0.211. Note that the best-fit value for Ωrc
leads to an estimate of the crossover scale rc in terms of the
Hubble radius H−1

o , i.e., rc � 1.089H−1
o . Figure 3b illus-

trates the allowed regions in the Ωm −Ωrc plane by using the
first-year SNLS data [3] in conjunction with the SDSS baryon
acoustic oscillations. The best fit for this joint SNLS plus

7 As is well known, according to Gauss’ law the gravitational force falls off
as r1−S where S is the number of spatial dimensions.

8 As noticed in Ref. [45], the above described cosmology can
be exactly reproduced by the standard one plus an additional
dark energy component with a time-dependent equation of state
parameter ωe f f (z) = 1/G(z,Ωm,Ωrc ) − 1, where G(z,Ωm,Ωrc ) =√

4Ωrc /Ωmx′−3 +4)(
√

Ωrc /Ωmx′−3 +
√

Ωrc /Ωmx′−3 +1) and x′ = (1 +
z)−1.

BAO analysis happens at Ωm = 0.265 and Ωrc = 0.216, which
is very closed to the WMAP estimates for the clustered mat-
ter9. From these and other recent results (see [46] for more
observational analyses in DGP models) we note that this class
of BW models provide a good description for the current ob-
serbational data, which may be thought of as an indication that
the existence of extra dimensions play an important role not
only in fundamental physics but also in cosmology.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The results of observational cosmology in the past decade
have opened up an unprecedented opportunity to establish a
more solid connection between fundamental physics and cos-
mology. Surely, the most remarkable finding among these
results comes from SNe Ia observations which suggest that
the cosmic expansion is undergoing a late time acceleration.
These SNe Ia results have been checked and confirmed by
other cosmological observables, including the angular distri-
bution of the 3-K CMB temperature and the clustering and
dynamical estimates on the matter density parameter, which
certainly makes a serious case for dark energy. Theoretical
efforts to explain the nature of this dark energy component
are vast and include, besides the possibilities discussed here,
models with mass varying neutrinos [50], holographic dark
energy [51], two-field quintom models [52], models driven by

9 It is also worth emphasizing that in most of the observational analyses of
DGP model a spatially closed universe is largely favoured, which seems
to be in disagreement with current WMAP results indicating a nearly flat
universe with Ωk �−0.02 [6].
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dissipative process [53], unification dark matter/dark energy
[54], among many others. that have not been discussed in this
contribution.

Here, we have explored three specific scenarios of dark en-
ergy and shown that, although completely different from the
physical viewpoint, all of them have attractive features capa-
ble of explaining the current cosmic acceleration and other re-
cent astronomical observations. We emphasize that a possible
way to distinguish among some of these dark energy candi-
dates is through the observational limits on the cosmic EoS
(w) and its time derivative (w′), i.e., if upcoming observations
confirrm w = 1, then one will need to review the Λ problem,
in order to fathom out why the formally infinite quantity ρΛ
is in fact so very small. On the other hand, if either w �= 1
or it is a time-dependent quantity(w′ �= 0) , then one will be
able to rule out the cosmological constant as the actual nature
of the dark energy and search for more realistic quintessence,

BW and other dark energy models. We expect that future ob-
servations along with theoretical developments will be able to
decide this matter and shed some light on the origin and nature
of the dark energy.
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